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We define a special kind of multidimensional webs, connected with the Veronese 
curve. For these webs the foliations in question depend not on a discrete parameter, 
but on the point on a projective line. For each bihamiltonian system of odd dimen- 
sion in general position we construct such a web and show how to reconstruct the 
original bihamiltonian system based on these data. ‘rl 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The theme of this article has appeared as a simplification of a study of 
geometry of periodical Korteweggde Vries bihamiltonian systems. As was 
shown in [4], this system is analogous (at least from the linear-algebraic 
point of view) to a bihamiltonian system on an odd-dimensional manifold. 
As was shown in the cited work, for a potential u in general position the 
corresponding linear algebra is similar to linear algebra for a generic 
bihamiltonian system on an odd-dimensional manifold. 
This article begins a study of the geometry of an odd-dimensional 
bihamiltonian manifold in general position. Here we show (up to a conjecture 
proven only in the case of an analytical manifold-and this proof is 
skipped here) that instead of studying this geometrical object we can study 
a more fundamental geometrical object-a Veronese web. This beautiful 
structure is a multidimensional generalization of the notion of a web on a 
plane-i.e., of three families of curves on a plane. Therefore to any given 
web on a plane we associate a three-dimensional bihamiltonian system. 
This situation is in the strongest contrast with a situation in an even- 
dimensional case, where there exists essentially one bihamiltonian system of 
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a given dimension (a little stronger result was obtained in [S]). Since a 
web is characterized by a function of two variables, we can see that the 
corresponding three-dimensional bihamiltonian manifolds also have a 
functional parameter. 
The article has the following structure: in the first section we define the 
notions of a Veronese web and of a bihamiltonian system. In Section 2 we 
state theorems of linear algebra and of symplectic geometry used in this 
article. In Section 3 we define two maps: the first gives a Veronese web 
based on a given bihamiltonian system; the second gives a bihamiltonian 
system based on a given Veronese web. The following part of the article is 
devoted to a proof (up to a conjecture concerning some linear problem) 
that these maps are mutually inverse. 
In Section 4 we introduce a notion of a double complex that is a language 
in which to formulate our conjecture. In Section 5 we show how for a given 
Veronese web and some additional data to construct a twisted variant of a 
bihamiltonian system. In Section 6 we study geometry of a bihamiltonian 
system, show that any such a system can be gotten based on this twisted 
construction, and describe how the obstacle for this manifold gotten by a 
non-twisted construction is connected with the notion of double cohomology 
of a bicomplex. In Section 7 we state our conjecture that the relevant 
cohomology is trivial locally. 
Throughout the article we try to be as motivating as possible. However, 
two facts are completely mysterious to us, so all that we can do is to give 
a formal proof. These two miracles are a linearity of some function, proved 
in Section 3 (and that makes it possible to construct a bihamiltonian 
system based on a Veronese web); and coincidence of two affine structures 
on a foliation that is Lagrangian respective to two Poisson structures, 
proved in Section 6 (and that makes it possible to construct this 
bihamiltonian structure using a twisted construction). 
1. DEFINITIONS OF BASIC OBJECTS 
Veroneze Webs 
Let us fix a two-dimensional inear space Y and call it the fundamental 
space. ’ By PV we denote the projectivization of a vector space V, i.e., the 
space of one-dimensional subspaces in V. 
Veronese Curves. Since the notion of a Veronese curve plays a crucial 
role in what follows, we discuss it here in detail. 
’ We have chosen this letter (although there appears to be a visual conflict between two S’s 
in the notation S”Y below) to accent the apparent connection of this space with a spinor 
space. The action of the special linear group for the space Y (denoted as SL(Y)) is one of 
main tools in the discussion below. 
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DEFINITION. A Veronese inclusion in k-dimensional projective space is a 
mapping PY 4 PV such that there exists an isomorphism PI/+ PSkY 
which makes the diagram 
PY- PV 
II I k 
PY S PSkY 
commutative. 
Here SkV is the kth symmetrical power of V, Skrp for a map cp : V + W 
denotes the corresponding map V + Sk W: v H q(u)” or the corresponding 
map of projectivizations. 
EXAMPLE. The more habitual definition of a Veronese curve is the curve 
that in a coordinate system is parameterized as (t, t2, . . . . tk). So a Veronese 
curve on a line is the line itself, and on a plane is a parabola (or any conic). 
The connection between these two definitions is established by the choice 
Y = “the space of homogeneous linear functions in (y, , y,).” 
In this case 
Sk9 = “the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree k in (y, , y,).” 
It is clear that Sk id sends a linear function (ti y, + t, y2) E 9 to a polyno- 
mial (ti yi + t, Y,)~ E Sky. Multiplication of this linear function by a 
constant results in multiplication of this polynomial by another constant, 
so this map can be reduced to a map of projectivizations. 
So (y, + ry2) goes to 
(Yl + t.Y2Jk 
=l.(~)y;+t.(~)).:-ly2+t’.(:)3:-‘y:+ . . . +tk.(@. 
and this vector-valued function in t differs from the function t H 
(t, t2, . ..) tk)=(l:t:t2:...: tk) only by a coordinate change. 
Hence any curve that in some coordinate system is parameterized by 
(t, t2, . ..) tk) is a Veronese curve in the sense of our definition. 
EXAMPLE. Another useful parameterization of a Veronese curve is 
t ++((t-Til)k, (t-&)k ,..., (t-jlk)k). 
To show that the curve PY --* PSkY allows this parameterization let us 
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chose the “interpolation coordinate system” on the space of homogeneous 
polynomials of degree k: 
p(~j4p(l,O),p(-~.,, 1),~(-4, U...,P(-i,, 1)). 
Clearly, the curve (y, + fy2)“ has in this coordinate system the wanted 
parameterization. 
So any curve with such a parameterization is a Veronese curve. 
Remark. In fact any curve of degree k in k-dimensional space that is 
not contained in any hyperspace is a Veronese curve (we mean that it is 
rational-i.e., the projective line if considered as a manifold-and any 
identification of this curve with PY is a Veronese inclusion). 
Remark. We have chosen this awkward definition of a Veronese curve 
since it allows a possibility of speaking as invariantly as possible. In fact 
the identification CI: PV + PSk.4p from the definition is uniquely defined. 
Indeed, the inverse image of the sheaf O( 1) on PV is the sheaf 
cc*O(l) 2: (Sk id)* O(l)= Lo(k). Hence a linear function on V (i.e., a global 
section of c?( 1)) corresponds to a function on Y* of homogeneity degree 
k after a choice of the last isomorphism. 
However, this isomorphism is a section of O(k) 0 O(k)* = O(0). So the 
isomorphism between cc*O( 1) and 0(k) is defined up to a constant; hence 
the isomorphism between V* and Sky* = (Sk.Y)* is defined up to a 
constant. 
Remark. The previous remark shows that for any Veronese inclusion 
CI: PY + PV we can define an action of a projective linear group PSL(Y) 
on the space V. To do this denote the corresponding identification of PV 
and PSkY by i,. If g E PSL(Y), then ~10 g is another Veronese inclusion. So 
we can consider another identification ii ~ of PV and PSkY. These two 
identifications differ by a map 8, = i;“‘, 0 i, in PV. We can consider g H p, 
as a projective action of PSL(Y) on V. 
It is known, however, that any such action can be uniquely pushed up 
to a linear action of a special linear group of 9’ (called SL(Y)) on V, It 
is easy to see that another definition of this action is the inverse image of 
SL(Y)-action on SkY under an identification of V and Sky. Therefore this 
action is irreducible. 
PROPOSITION. To determine a Veronese inclusion in the space PV it is 
sufficient to determine an irreducible SL(Y)-structure on V. 
Proof: Really, the image of a point i E PY in PV, i.e., a one-dimen- 
sional subspace in V, can be found as a highest-weight vectors subspace 
relative to the Bore1 subgroup B, = Stab 2. 
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The main definition of a Veronese web. A Veronese web can be defined 
in many different ways. Here we begin with a definition that is used 
throughout this paper. 
DEFINITION. A foliation F of codimension I on a manifold X is a family 
of subspaces FX c T,X of codimension 1 (for x E X) such that in an 
appropriate coordinate system (xi), i= 1, . . . . IZ, on X the subspace FX is 
generated by vector fields a/ax’, i= 1, . . . . n - 1. A submanifold L c X is 
called a leaf of the foliation 9 if T,L = FX for x E L and L is a maximal 
connected submanifold with this property. A tangent space to a foliation 9 
in a point XE X is by definition the space 9X, a cotangent space is .F;,*. 
A tangent (or cotangent) bundle to a foliation is linear bundle on X with 
corresponding fibers. 
Sometimes we introduce a foliation by the set of its leaves. 
As usual, for linear subspace WC V the subspace WI c V* is the 
orthogonal complement o W. 
Remark. Let us consider a foliation F of codimension 1 on X. By 
definition the leaves of this foliation can be determined as f = const, f being 
a function on X. So FX = (df )’ = (g df )’ for an arbitrary non-zero 
function g. Note that if o = g df, then o A dw = 0. 
Inversely, let o be a l-form on X such that 
co A do=O. 
It is known that we can find (locally) a function cp on X such that 
d( rpw) = 0. So o = cp - ’ df, and 9FY = (0)’ is a foliation with the leaves 
{f=const}. 
DEFINITION. A Veronese web on a (k + 1)-dimensional manifold X is a 
family of codimension 1 foliations F2 parameterized by 2 E PY such that in 
every point x E X the orthogonal complements Pi, to leaves of foliations 
4 at x correspond to Veronese inclusion PY cs PT,* X, II H Fix. 
Equivalent definitions. While the definition from the previous section is 
useful in the connection with bihamiltonian structures, in other domains 
different definitions of this object are useful. 
PROPOSITION. For a given Veronese web on X there exists (locally) a 
family of l-forms w1 on X, J. E 9, such that FL,, = Ok’ and 
oi, A do, = 0; 
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these forms are homogeneous polynomials in A E Y of degree k and are 
non-degenerate in the sense that for any vector v E T,X (v, oi. > & 0 in A. 
Inversely, such a family on a mantfold X determines (uniquely) a Veronese 
web on X. Two families differing only on multiplication by function cp not 
dependent on I,, 
determine the same Veronese web. 
Proof: The only non-evident assertion is the polynomial dependence of 
o;, in 1. The polynomial map Sk id: 9’ + Sk9 sends 9’ onto the preimage 
of the Veronese curve under the projection SkY -+ PSkY. Taking an 
identification of Sk9 and T,*X that depends smoothly in x we get what is 
claimed. 
THEOREM. Consider 2k + 1 foliations F-’ of codimension 1 on X such that 
(1) The orthogonal complements LF jL to the foliations considered as 
points on PT.: X are dtfferent; 
(2) for any two points x, ye X there exists a projective map 
PT,*X + PT,*X sending this set of 2k + 1 points on PT,*X to the corre- 
sponding set for the point Y;~ 
(3) and that in one (or in any) point x E X this set lies on an 
appropriate Veronese curve. 
Then there exists (uniquely determined) Veronese web Fj., A E Y, on X and 
2n + 1 points A, on PY such that pm = q*. These objects are determined up 
to a simultaneous projective map PY -+ PY. 
Proof It is easy to see that the Veronese curve containing the points in 
question is uniquely determined. Therefore it is possible to construct in this 
case a family of l-forms oi, that depends polynomially in 1 E 9’ and sweeps 
for any x E X this Veronese curve. The expression 
is 0 as a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2k vanishing in 2k + 1 points 
on a projective line (since for 2n + 1 different values of 1 the form wA 
determines one of the original 2k + 1 foliations). 
Examples. In what follows we use only the first of these examples. 
However, the second shows that the object we have introduced is quite 
classical. 
*We can express this by saying that the configurations formed by these points on PT,*X 
and on PT,? Y are isomorphic. 
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EXAMPLE. Let i: PY 4 PV* be a Veronese inclusion. For A E PY 
consider a foliation on V with hyperplane leaves orthogonal to i(2). It is 
clear that this family of foliations form a Veronese web. A fiat Veronese 
web is a web that is diffeomorphic to this one. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the previous theorem in the case k = 1. The only 
nontrivial condition on foliation is the first one-the condition of transver- 
sality. Hence any 3 transversal families of curves on a plane determine a 
Veronese web. 
Let us rephrase the theorem in this special case. Fix three points 
2,) j/*, 2, E PY. Let gj..,, 2Q, 4, be three arbitrary foliations (i.e., families 
of curves) on two-dimensional manifold X. Then F”;I:,X, 9$.X, yi3,,e 
PT,*X (being three points on a projective line) determine a projective 
coordinate system on PT.: X, i.e., an identification i,: PY -+ PT,*X. For 
any A E PY the distribution of lines i,(E.)’ c T,X, XE X, is integrable (as 
any distribution of lines), therefore it defines a Veronese web. 
Remark. The latter example shows that the ordinary definition of a web 
(as of 3 families of curves) is just a special case of our definition. In subse- 
quent papers we show that this transition to continuous families of 
foliations from a discrete family (that consists of three foliations) is very 
natural. In particular, the 6-angle invariant of the web obtained from 
Veronese web by choosing three points on PY does not depend essentially 
on the choice of these points. It is this connection with ordinary web that 
motivated us to choose this name. 
Remark. We can see that on two-dimensional manifolds there exist 
non-flat Veronese webs (e.g., webs on a plane with non-vanishing 6-angle 
invariants). The interest of this definition is connected in particular with 
existence of non-flat Veronese webs for higher dimensions and the rich 
geometry of these objects. 
Bihamiltonian Structures 
A bihamiltonian structure is a pair of Poisson structures with an addi- 
tional condition. The definition of a Poisson structure is well known (see, 
e.g., C61). 
DEFINITION. A Poisson structure on a manifold Y is a bivector field 
4 E T(A*TY) such that a skew-symmetrical bracket 
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satisfies the Jacobi identity 
Here f, g, h (and {f, g}) are functions on Y. 
DEFINITION. A bihamiltonian structure on a manifold Y is a pair of 
Poisson structures q,, q2 E T(A2TY) such that any linear combination 
p, yl, + p2q2 is also a Poisson structure. 
Let us recall that in the tensor notation tmnk,,, denotes the derivative of 
the component tmnkl of the tensor field t in the direction of i. 
Remark. Let us note that the condition imposed on a bivector q to be 
a Poisson structure (in a local coordinate frame y’ on Y it can be written 
as 
ki;t r/y; = 0) 
is quadratic in q. (Here Alt, denotes the alternation operation 
where G1 is a symmetrical group.) Hence an arbitrary linear combination 
of ql, q2 will be Poisson provided some fixed non-trivial combination (for 
example, q, + qz) is Poisson. 
DEFINITION. Denote by [q, ~‘1 the vector-valued symmetrical bilinear 
form 
that corresponds to the quadratic form 
This is a canonically defined map S2(T(,4’TY)) -+ T(A3TY), which is 
called a Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket. 
Remark. For convenience in what follows we understand the 
bihamiltonian structure as a two-dimensional linear family of Poisson 
structures parameterized by the fundamental space y, 9 : Y H T(n2TY). 
The connection with the previous (ordinary) definition arises after a choice 
of a basis in y, 
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The interest of the bihamiltonian structure lies in the theory of integrable 
systems, where a wide family of such structures arises in a natural way [ 11. 
Inversely, the bihamiltonian structure can produce an “integrable system”3 
by the Lennard scheme [ 11, which makes it possible to construct suffi- 
ciently many Hamiltonians in involution. 
The geometry of a bihamiltonian structure has been deeply investigated 
in the works of Magri [2] and Gelfand-Dorfman [3]. Unfortunately, 
these considerations were based on the hypothesis that one of the 2-vector4 
fields vi, y12 (say, vi) is non-degenerated. However, in a lot of interesting 
examples (as in the one of the simplest one-the periodical Korteweg- 
de Vries system!) any linear combination of these two Poisson structures is 
degenerate. The linear algebra arising in one cotangent space in such a case 
was examined in [4]. It differs radically from the situation in the non- 
degenerated case and resembles greatly the situation in an odd-dimensional 
space. (It is clear that in the last case any 2-vector is degenerate.) 
In this example we consider a bivector in T-L, Y as a skew-symmetric 
bilinear form on T.,? Y. In the case of Kortewegde Vries system Y is the 
space V of functions with the period 1. We identify the space T: Y with the 
same space using the scalar product 
After these preparations we can write two corresponding bilinear 
forms as 
(f, g) 6 o’f(x)(-8”+2u(x)~rl+2bu(x))g(x)dx, s 
(f, 8) 6 4 /‘f(x) ag(x) dx, a = a/ax. 
0 
Any linear combination of these forms is degenerate, since 
if #i, & are solutions of (--a* + u(x)) d(x) =O, and did2 is periodic if 
~$i, d2 are two Bloch solutions of this equation. 
Here we make the first step in studying of the differential geometry of a 
bihamiltonian structure on an odd-dimensional manifold. But first let 
3 We use here quotation marks since the notion of integrable system is too vague to denote 
something explicit. 
4 That is, the element of second skew-symmetrical power. 
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us recall some simple facts concerning the linear algebra of two skew- 
symmetrical forms and the geometry of a Poisson manifold. 
2. INTERMEDIATE THEOREMS 
Linear Algebra Connected with a Pair of Skew-Symmetrical Forms 
Let Q,, Q, be a pair of skew-symmetrical forms on a finite-dimensional 
vector space V. 
THEOREM [4]. In the above situation: 
(i) The triple (V, 52,) 52,) can be transformed bJ> a linear change 
VE W@ @I* to the triple 
(wo@*,8,,s12) 
where the 2-forms d 1, d, can be written as 
a((% 9 wF)3 tw2, wf))= (cPi(wl), wT>-(cPi(w)9 wF>~ 
and ‘p,, cpz are two maps W+ @, wl, w2 E W,, wf, w: E I?*, the brackets 
( , ) denoting the pairing between @ and @+. 
(2) Moreover, let the space V be of an odd dimension 2k + 1 and the 
.forms R, , 52, be in general position. Then we can choose the maps cp , , ‘pz as 
cpl(Wi) = @i+ l/2? i < k, ‘PI(w/r+,)=o; 
(P2twi) = @!iL l/27 i > 0, rp,(%J = 0 
in the bases wi, i = 0, 1, . . . . k, fij, j = l/2, 312, .. . . k - l/2, of spaces W, m (i.e., 
such pairs of forms have no parameters up to coordinate change). 
(3) The subspace W c V in the last case is canonically defined and the 
map 
i: (I, : 12) ++ Ker(l,Q, + 1,52,) c W 
considered as a map P’ + P W is a Veronese inclusion. 
(4) The map 
j: (I, : 12) ++ q,(Ker(Z,Q, + Z,Q,)) = cp,(Ker(E,Q, + 12Q2)) c m 
considered as a map P’ + P@ (if I, = 0 then only the first expression has 
meaning, if 1, = 0 then only the second) is a Veronese inclusion. 
(5) Hence the subspace W is a linear subspace generated by 
Ker(A,O, +&R,)c Wfor (2, :~.,)EP’. 
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Remark. The example of a pair of mappings from part (2) of the 
theorem is a Kronecker pair of operators from one space to another [7]. 
All the results of this paper are based in fact on a careful study of this pair. 
Remark. Note, how far is this situation from that in an even-dimensional 
space in general position, where the form 0, is non-degenerated, and 
A = a; ‘Q2 is the canonically defined map V-+ V in general position.5 All 
the invariants of this pair are the eigenvalues of A. On the contrary, in the 
odd-dimensional case there is no invariant at all! 
Remark. As it is easy to see from the description of Veronese inclusions 
as SL(Y)-modules (here SL(Y) denotes a special linear group of Y), 
another description of maps cp r, z can be obtained from considering the only 
SL(Y)-invariant map 
SkY@Y+Sk-‘9. 
The Geometry of a Poisson Structure 
In what follows we use only two facts from the geometry of a Poisson 
or symplectic manifold: the existence of a foliation with symplectic leaves 
and the geometry of a lagrangian foliation. 
EXAMPLE. Let ( Y, o) be a symplectic manifold, o E T(n*T* Y). Then we 
can consider oy as a map Ty Y + T,* Y : u H OJU, . ). Analogously the map 
0, ‘: T,* Y + T? Y can be considered as a bivector from A’T, Y. We claim 
that this bivector field on Y is a Poisson structure. 
Inversely, let us consider a Poisson manifold (Y, v]). Then on an open 
subset of Y where rk q is constant there exists a foliation 9 of dimension 
rk q and a symplectic structure oL on any leaf L of 9 such that i, 
(c.~;~)=ylI~. Here 0;’ E~(A*TL), i, is a map associated with the inclu- 
sion i: L 4 Y, IL sends r( Y, A*TY) into T(L, i*(A*TY)). That means, in 
particular, that the Poisson bracket asociated with q 
can be reduced to the Poisson bracket on leaves of 9: 
Here i,: L, 4 Y is the inclusion of the containing y leaf L,, and { ., .}Ly is 
the Poisson structure on the symplectic manifold L,.. 
In what follows we consider a family of Poisson structures. To denote a 
dependence of the foliation 9 on this variable structure we denote it as 3$. 
5 Among maps with the double spectrum. 
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Remark. Let us show how to construct this foliation. The bivector qJ 
can be considered as a skew-symmetrical form on the cotangent space 
T,* Y. Therefore Ker qJ, c T,* Y. The conormal bundle to this foliation is 
nothing else but the field of kernels of the 2-vector field q. Being of constant 
rank on an open subset, this field of subspaces is therefore a bundle. 
Orthogonal complements to these spaces form a distribution $ of sub- 
spaces in TY. To prove that this distribution is integrable (i.e., of the form 
TF) it is sufficient to apply the Frobenius theorem. Indeed, if u,, u2 E SE, 
then there exist two functionsf,,f, such that 
f-Ji = r”,.(& I.): h i= 1, 2. 
Here q,, is a mapping 
r”, : T,: Y--t T,. Y, (ii,(w), 02 > = ll.Vh? %I, ml, ~02~ T>?Y. 
However, Im qZ = (Ker q;)‘, so vector fields oi(z)=qZ (dfjlZ), i= 1, 2 are 
tangent to the distribution @-, and the commutator of these fields 
(*I 
is also tangent to p; therefore the Frobenius theorem is applicable.6 
A submanifold L of a symplectic manifold (Y, w) is called a lagrangian 
submantfold if 01 TL = 0, 2 dim L = dim Y. A foliation 9 on a symplectic 
manifold is called a lagrangian foliation if any leaf of B is a lagrangian 
submanifold. 
One of the main reasons to study lagrangian foliation is to find what 
additional information is contained in the symplectic structure on conor- 
ma1 manifold Y= T*X comparing with a generic symplectic manifold. The 
obvious additional structure is the projection T*X+ X with lagrangian 
fibers and the zero section X-t T*X. It appears that this is almost all the 
additional information. 
THEOREM. Let 9 be a Iagrangian foliation on Y. Then: 
(1) On leaves of 9 a canonical affine structure (i.e., a local identifica- 
tion with an open subset in an affine space) is defined. 
(2) If L” is a lagrangian submantfold of Y locally transversal to 9, 
then some neighborhood U of E is canonically identtfied with an open subset 
of T*L. This identification preserves the symplectic structures. The leaves of 
the foliation are identtfied with the fibers of this bundle, the affine structures 
being the same. 
6 The formula ( * ), that establishes the correspondence between the Poisson bracket on 
functions and the commutator of vector fields, is an easy reformulation of the Jacobi identity. 
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(3) Zf a map f: Y -+ Y preserves any leaf of the foliation 9, then the 
restriction off on a leaf is a translation in the corresponding affine structure, 
provided that f preserves the symplectic form co. Zf l is a transversal to 8 
lagrangian submantfold, then the vectors of the translations can be considered 
as a section of T*E (see previous assertion of this theorem). For a leafwise 
translation f to preserve the symplectic structure this section should be closed 
as a l-form on E. 
Proof. Although this theorem is standard in symplectic geometry, we 
give here some hints about its proof. The reason for this is that in what 
follows there appears a more complicate version of the same arguments, so 
it is useful to discuss them in an easier case beforehand. 
Let B be a local base of the foliation 9;. We mean that Y can be 
represented locally as a direct product Y = F x B with leaves of 9 being the 
fibers of the projection on the second argument. Let rt : Y + B be a corre- 
sponding projection. Then the condition of the foliation being lagrangian 
implies that the form w considered as a map T-V Y + T.: Y sends T,9 to 
T,*,,,B isomorphically. Hence for b E B all the tangent spaces to a leaf 
L = n-‘(b) of F are identified. Hence, on L is defined a flat connection V. 
To show that this connection has no torsion, consider two convectors 
cur, a2 E Tb*B. Then for y E L the map 0~7’ : T: B + T,L sends them to 
vectors vr( y), vz(y), that form two vector fields on L. As these fields are 
constant respective to V, their commutator corresponds to the value of the 
torsion on these vector fields. 
To compute this commutator, we use again the correspondence ( * ) 
between the Poisson bracket on functions and the commutator of vector 
fields. Let ‘p, , (p2 be two functions on B satisfying 
Then for y E L 
Applying again the condition of the foliation being lagrangian, we find out 
that the last Poisson bracket is 0. Hence the connection V determines an 
affrne structure on L. Evidently, the associated vector space coincides with 
T; B. 
The choice of a transversal submanifold marks a point in an afline space 
of any leaf L. Hence taking this point as 0 we can identify locally L and 
T,*& x being L n z. We used a natural identification of 2: and B. So 
locally Y is identified with T*,?. 
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Since E is a lagrangian submanifold, the symplectic forms on Y and T*z 
coincide in the points of x. Really, for arbitrary transversal in any point 
they coincide (being both 0) on tangent to B (or fibers) vectors; they coin- 
cide by construction of an affine structure on pairs of vectors one of which 
is tangent to 8 (indeed, we can change the second vector to a tangent to 
B = 2 vector). Moreover, in points of L” they coincide (being both 0) on 
tangent to z (or the zero section) vectors, which proves the assertion. 
Now we can proliferate this coincidence to any point of Y using 
hamiltonianflows. Let f be a function on a symplectic manifold Z. Then the 
vector field w-‘(df) preserves the form o: 
Therefore the flow T’ of this vector field also preserves o : 
CT’)* 0 = w. 
Taking as f pushed-up from the same function on z functions on Y and 
T*Z we conclude that the corresponding vector fields coincide, hence their 
flows also coincide. Hence the set of points on Y= T*E where two sym- 
plectic forms coincide is stable respective to these flows along the foliation. 
Therefore they coincide everywhere. In fact we have defined an identifica- 
tion of T*B and Y basing on a lagrangian transversal to 8. 
If z,, 2, are two transversal agrangian submanifolds, then we get two 
identifications of T*B and Y, hence an automorphism of (Y, w) sending 2, 
onto Z,. Inversely, any automorphism of (Y, o) sends a lagrangian 
submanifold to a lagrangian submanifold. 
Therefore to prove the last part of the theorem it suffices to prove that 
the graph of a l-form a (i.e., the submanifold {(b, al,)} c T*B) is a 
lagrangian submanifold iff tl is closed. However, it is a special case of a 
more general formula’ 
@,*w=dx, @,: B+ T*B: bwcxlhe T;B. 
Remark. This theorem can easily be restated for the case of a Poisson 
manifold. For this we should change a lagrangian foliation to a foliation 
whose leaves are contained in the symplectic leaves and whose restriction 
on any symplectic leaf is a lagrangian foliation. A lagrangian transversal 
submanifold changes to a coisotropic transversal, i.e., a submanifold L such 
that the form q is 0 on any two conormal to z covectors. In what follows 
we freely use this generalization. 
’ In what follows we find several more formulae with similar meaning. Such formulae can 
be, therefore, a part of some general formalism. 
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3. Two MAPS 
Reduction of a bihamiltonian structure 
Let us consider a bihamiltonian structure on a manifold Y. In each 
cotangent space T,* Y a pair of skew-symmetrical bilinear forms is defined. 
Let us call a point y E Y a regular point, if the values of Poisson structures 
in this point q i 1 y, y12 1y E A2T, Y are in general position as a pair of bilinear 
skew-symmetrical forms on TJ? Y. The regular points form an open subset 
of Y. 
From now on we suppose that dim Y is odd, dim Y = 2k + 1. We 
consider the subset of regular points only,* so we suppose that all Y 
consists of regular points only. Call such a bihamiltonian structure a 
structure in general position. In this case the theorem on linear algebra 
shows that in any cotangent space TJ? Y there is a canonically defined 
subspace W,. 
This subspace is generated by Ker(l, q, + 12q2), hence its orthogonal 
complement W.i is the intersection of different Ker(l,q, + 12q2)‘. But the 
last spaces are tangent spaces to the foliations associated with Poisson 
structures I, yll + 1,~~ = vi, 1= (I,, 1,). Moreover, since one-dimensional 
subspaces Ker(1, r] I + l,q, ) form a Veronese curve, any k + 1 of them 
corresponding to k + 1 different values A,, A,, . . . . 1, + 1 E PY of (II : 1,) form 
a basis in W,. Therefore the corresponding foliations FL,, 9J,2, . . . . 9&+, 
intersect themselves transversally and the tangent space to this intersection 
p at y is Wt. We come to the following 
THEOREM. The subspaces W, c Ty* Y form orthogonal complements to a 
foliation g. On the base of this foliation a Veronese web is canonically 
defined. 
Proof: The first part is already established. To prove the second it suf- 
fices to note that p being a subfoliation of any foliation 5&, ~j. can be 
pulled down to a foliation on the (local) base X of the foliation 9. The 
resulting foliation on X is denoted by the same letter-this must not lead 
to a misunderstanding. If we fix a point y E Y then for its image x = rc( y) 
on X (here rc being the projection Y + X) the space T,*X is canonically 
isomorphic to W,. Hence the orthogonal complements to the leaves of 
foliations 9). on X correspond by this isomorphism to Ker qn. Therefore 
they form a Veronese curve. 
DEFINITION. This locally defined Veronese web (X, 4) is called the 
reduction of bihamiltonian manifold ( Y, q j,), (X, 9>..) = 93 y = ‘%( y, ,,i,. 
s Note that in general case this subset can be empty. 
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A reverse map 
Here we show how to construct a bihamiltonian structure basing on a 
Veronese web X. Recall that SL(Y) denotes a special linear group of the 
space Y. 
LEMMA. On any tangent to X space T,X the action of SL(9) is canoni- 
cally defined. 
ProoJ: This is already discussed in the section on Veronese curves. 
Now we introduce a notion of associated bundles to the tangent bundle 
to X. Begin with a definition of an operation over vector spaces. 
Let V be an irreducible SL(Y)-module with the highest weight k and 
ZE Z, 12 -k. Let I”” denote the only SL(Y)-irreducible component of 
I’@ 9”” Y with the highest weight k + 1. It is clear that I’(‘) N I’ canoni- 
cally and that there exists a canonical morphism i,: V@Y”‘Y -+ V(‘). 
DEFINITION. Denote a vector bundle formed by the vector spaces 
T*“‘X dzf (T*X)“’ as T*‘“X .r x 
In fact we have considered the bundle T* X as an SL(Y )-bundle and 
realized a change of a fiber using the described above explicit construction.9 
We define the underlying manifold of the bihamiltonian structure 
corresponding to a Veronese web (X, 6.) as follows. 
DEFINITION. Let Y,= T*‘-‘IX as a manifold. (Two Poisson structures 
on Y are defined later.) 
To define the Poisson structures on Y,, let us first note that since a 
Poisson structure on the cotangent bundle is canonically defined, on a 
cotangent bundle T*8 for a foliation S (which is a union of cotangent 
spaces to foliation leaves) a Poisson structure is alo defined as on a union 
of Poisson manifolds (see the section on Poisson structures). Therefore a 
Poisson structure Fjl is defined on T*Fj. It remains only to establish a 
connection between T*& and T*(-“2’. 
Let V be an SL(Y)-module, 0 #II E Y and let 1 be the corresponding 
point in PY; let B = Stab 1 be a Bore1 subgroup in SL(9) and w E V is a 
B-highest-weight vector. Then the map 
V-t P+‘): v++Ll(v@;l), where i, : V@ SI” Y -+ I’(“, 
9 This explicit construction makes it possible to define geometric objects on the bundle with 
a changed fiber. 
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sends V/w to I’- ‘) isomorphically. Therefore for every i the space T,*F* 
is mapped to the space T, *(-‘)A’ as a factor of T,*X by the space spanned 
by a highest-weight vector. 
This identification gives us a Poisson structure on T*‘-“X for any fixed 
i E V. Since this identification is of homogeneity degree 1 in 2, the corre- 
sponding structure yap is of homogeneity degree 1 in 1,. Therefore, if ~1,) c(~ 
are fixed, then rj,(~1, c(~) is a function on Y\ (0) of homogeneity degree 1. 
Being algebraic, rj, is a linear function in 1. So we get a bihamiltonian 
structure on Y, = T*‘- ‘IX. 
DEFINITION. Let e,, e2 be a basis of 9’. Then a corresponding to X 
bihamiltonian structure Y, is defined as (T*(-“X, qe,, q,,). 
Remark. It is easy to establish qi. being algebraic in A, since it depends 
only on the m-jet of Veronese web, where m is finite. Since the theorem on 
linear algebra allows the field extension, the above construction can be 
applied over the algebraic closure of the field in question. Therefore this 
algebraic fucntion has no singularity. 
Thus, to every Veronese web on a manifold X of dimension k + 1 we 
associate a bihamiltonian structure on manifold Y, of dimension 2k + 1. It 
is clear that the foliation on Y, associated with the Poisson bracket qA is 
the pull-up of the foliation 9;. on X. Therefore the reduction of this 
bihamiltonian structure is the original Veronese web on X. Hence we have 
constructed a right inverse map to the reduction map Y + ‘3 ,,. Our next 
task is to show that locally this map is completely inverse to reduction; i.e., 
every bihamiltonian manifold of odd dimension in general (in the specified 
above sense) position can be (locally) obtained based on this construction. 
Remark. Because this is a key definition of this article, we wanted to 
give a clearer construction. However, we could not. So this definition 
retains its mystique. If a reader is not satisfied, he can try to construct these 
bivector fields in a local frame. We could not do this since it is difficult to 
understand which local frame is appropriate for consideration of a 
Veronese web. 
We can easily define these two bivector fields in points on the zero 
section. lo To define them in the points outside this section we could 
consider the translations along the fibers of this bundle that preserve the 
lo Really, the tangent space to a linear bundle at such a point is a canonical direct sum of 
a tangent space to the base and of the fiber space. We can denote the tangent space to the 
base as V. Then the tangent space to the bundle is W= V@(V*)‘m”= V@(V”‘)*. 
Hence A2W=A2V@ VQ(V’~~‘))*8n’(V*)‘~‘). Both bivectors lie in the middle addend, 
hence they correspond to maps V -P Vcml). If we consider this pair of bivectors as an element 
of Y@ A2V, then it corresponds to a natural projection map 9’@ V + V”‘. 
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bihamiltonian structure we want to define.” However, although we know 
that there are sufficiently many such translations, we cannot justify if right. 
now. 
4. DOUBLE COMPLEX 
The Bicomplex 
The identification of T*‘-“X with T*.J& enables us to construct a 
remarkable complex of differential operators on X. To do this let us 
consider fi. E Y and the foliation 9). on A’. The identification 
of homogeneity degree - 1 in 1 gives rise to an identification 
A”T*‘-“XE Q”p. I. 
of homogeneity degree -m in A. (Here QmgA denotes A”T*&J. Therefore 
the operator d of exterior differentiation induces a first order differential 
operator 
d.. r(/I”T*‘-“X) + r(/j”‘+ ‘T*(-‘IX) 1. 
of homogeneity degree 1 in ,I. Hence the above consideration shows that 
this operator must be linear in A. Since df E 0, 
d,dP+dPd,=(d,+dJ2-d;-d;=O 





. . . 
T 4 
/1oT*‘-“X d,. , /i’T*(-‘)w d’ , ~27-*(-l’X& . , . 
This bicomplex plays a crucial role in what follows. 
I1 For example, it is one of the simplest possible ways to define a Poisson (or symplectic) 
structure on a cotangent bundle TZ. In this case the allowed translations “correspond” to 
closed l-forms on Z-see the section on the Poisson geometry. 
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Objects of Differential Geometry 
A notion of an object of differential geometry lingered for a long time and 
was introduced (more or less explicitly) in the works [S]. 
DEFINITION. Let D be a Z-graded superalgebra’ with only three graded 
components: ID-, , a,, and 9,. An object of differential geometry is a 
Z-graded representation of a. 
EXAMPLE. The crucial example of an object of differential geometry is 
the de Rham complex Q* for a manifold Z. Here a, is generated by a 
single element d, which acts as the exterior differentiation on sZ*. Both 
spaces D _ I and D, are identified with the space Vect(Z) of global vector 
fields on Z. D _, acts on Q* by the inner multiplication and a, acts by Lie 
differentiation. The Leibnitz identity 
where 9” is Lie differentiation and i, is the inner multiplication, together 
with 
i,, i,, + i,,i,, = 0, d2=0 
shows that D with the structure of Lie superalgebra inherited from action 
on Q* does satisfy the conditions of the definition. 
The notion of an object of differential geometry is an alternative to the 
description of geometry based on the ring structure on the space of (global) 
functions. The latter structure seems exceeding in the case, say, of the varia- 
tional calculus where the functions in question (i.e., integrals of local 
functionals) do not allow multiplication. 
Though the spaces 9 ~ i and ID 1 are completely symmetrical in the above 
definition, they are very different in the example: ‘D-i is infinite-dimen- 
sional and the 9, is one-dimensional. It is easy to see that the procedure 
described in the previous section gives an example of an object of differen- 
tial geometry with the two-dimensionl space D,. Indeed, let ri)- I be the 
space of T’- “X= (T*(-‘)X)* sections and let a, be generated by dn and 
d,. Then they are both acting on n*T*‘- ‘IX: the first one by inner 
multiplication, the second one by differentiation. Since 
i,, i,, + i,,i,, = 0, d:=d:=d,d,+d,dj.=O, 
I2 It means that the even and odd parts of D are the sum of components with even and odd 
grading: 
a+ =c %, a- =C%+1. 
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* these spaces of operators in /i T *(-‘)X generate together a Z-graded 
superalgebra with components in the gradings - 1, 0, and 1 only. Thus the 
structure of a differential geometry object is defined on A* T*‘- ’ ‘X. 
Double Cohomology 
DEFINITION. A double complex is a graded linear space @A’, in Z, and 
a differential dj, on A * that depends linearly on a vector 2 E Y. Here Y is 
a fixed two-dimensional space. 
Remark. The identity d: = 0 implies that 
d, d;, + dj, d, = 0. 
We define double cohomology of a double complex (A*, dj,) as 
H’(A) = 
Ker d,,,d,,,: A’+ A’+‘OA2Y* 
Imd,:A’-‘@,4P-+A’ 
Remark. There is another related definition of double cohomology: 
&(A) = 
Ker d,: A’-+ A’+‘@Y* 
Im d,,dv2: Aie2@A29 + A” 
The definition we have chosen seems a little more useful. 
Clearly for fixed A EY there is a natural map d,: W”(A) + o’(A). If 
(A*, d,) for every 1, #O is exact in the degree i, then this map is 
isomorphism for this i. Really, if d,a’= 0, i E 9, then for any 0 # v E Y 
there exists bl-’ such that d,bl-’ = ai. Since d,d,bif ’ = 0 for A, p, v E 9, 
the considered map is surjective. The injectivity of this map is obvious. 
5. TWIST OF A BIHAMILTONIAN STRUCTURE 
We have built a bihamiltonian structure associated to a Veronese web on 
a manifold. In fact, there exists a whole family of such structures, all of 
them having the same reduction. To construct a member of this family it 
is rather useful to introduce the notion of a twisted bihamiltonian structure. 
DEFINITION. Let (Y, ql) be a bihamiltonian manifold. Let X= '91r be its 
reduction and let f be a function on X considered as a section of 
A’T*‘-“X. Suppose f is a “double cocycle” in the complex associated with 
the above bicomplex; i.e., d,d,f= 0. Let us call the bihamiltonian manifold 
(Y, I,q, +122d,f*u2) the twist of Y with the cocycle J: Here ql, y/2 are 
two Poisson structures associated with the basis of Y, il, A2 are the 
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corresponding coordinate functions in this basis, and 2, for a section 4 of 
a linear bundle 3? denotes the translation on this section in the bundle: 
qd((x, u)) = (4 0 + 4(x)), VEBx. 
Remark. To prove that both bivectors fields form Poisson structures it 
is sufficient o note that the direct image of a Poisson structure is a Poisson 
structure again. However, to prove the agreement of these structures 
between themselves is much more difficult. The proof is given in the next 
section, after an extensive study of the geometry of a bihamiltonian 
manifold. 
6. GEOMETRY OF A BIHAMILTONIAN STRUCTURE 
First, we study geometry of a leaf of the foliation we have defined on a 
bihamiltonian manifold. 
An Affine Structure 
The first target is to prove the following 
THEOREM. On each leaf of foliation $ on bihamiltonian manifold Y a 
canonical affine structure can be defined.13 
Proof. Since qA maps the conormal space N,*gy for the leaf gy of folia- 
tion @ which contains point y E Y into the tangent space Tygy for this leaf: 
(compare with the theorem on linear algebra) and since N,*$ coincides 
with T,*X (where x = rr( y), n : Y + 8 y = X), the tangent spaces to sJ at 
different points are all identified with T,*X/Ker(q,), where qn is considered 
as a map T,*X+ T,&. Since this kernel is just N,*& (here TA is 
considered earlier foliation on X= ‘93 y) and does not depend on the point 
on & = Cl(x), we obtain a canonical identification of these tangent 
spaces at different points of gy. Thus a flat aftine connection on $y is 
canonically defined. Hence the only thing to prove now is that the torsion 
of this connection equals to 0. 
Let f, g be two functions on X. Then 
@*(f 19 ALL = 0 
” It is this structure that allows the consideration of such a manifold as an integrable 
system. 
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since d(rr*(f)) and d(rc*(g)) both lie in the space W from the theorem on 
linear algebra, which is isotropic relative to any bilinear form. Therefore 
the vector fields L:*,/,, L;Z*(n) (where 
q+= {cp, ti>,, cp and $ being functions on Y) 
commute, By the above consideration these vector fields are constant along 
eL, relative to the considered connection, hence this commutator is the 
value of the torsion on these vectors. Since the vectors of the specified type 
till the whole tangent space to py, the torsion is identically 0, which proves 
the theorem, if we show that the defined structure does not depend on 
i.EY. 
Anyway, for fixed A on the reduction X= 93 ,, is defined a canonical 
bundIe with an afline fiber. Let us consider the associated vector bundle 2. 
LEMMA, This vector bundle is canonically isomorphic to T*(-“X. This 
isomorphism does not depend on A. 
Proof: Fix a point y E Y; let x = rr( y). Then vi. determines a map 
T,*XQY + T,g. For any 1~9 the subspace Ker(q,)QJ. lies in the 
kernel of this map. Moreover, the kernel is generated by these subspaces. 
Consider the spaces T,*X, 9’ andwTy@ as SL(9’)-modules. The structures 
of a module on T,*X and on TYF are defined by the Veronese curves in 
these spaces: 13~ Ker(ni) in the first and AH Im(Ker(q,)@ 9) in the 
second. A remark after the theorem on linear algebra shows that the map 
T,*X@ Y --t Ty@ is SL(Y)-covariant. Since the domain of this map is a 
sum of two irreducible components, this map is essentially the projection 
on one of this components - (T,*X) ~ ( I’; i.e., there is an identification 
(T,*X)-” 2: T,K 
The above discussion shows that this identification taken at different points 
of n-‘(x) leads to the same affine structure on z-‘(x). Hence there is an 
identification (T,* X)(- ‘) -+ 2. 
This shows that afline structure on leaves really does not depend on 
IIEY. 
This identification transfers the bihamiltonian structure on (T*X)‘-‘) to 
a bihamiltonian structure on 52. 
We can apply this construction to the example of a bihamiltonian struc- 
ture-to the total space of the bundle T *(-l)X. It is easy to see that in this 
case we get nothing new.14 
I4 Let us recall that %T.l-IIX=X. 
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LEMMA. The considered above affine structure on the fibers of the bundle 
T*(-‘)X is associated with the linear structure on this bundle. 
In fact now we have shown: 
(1) how to construct a new bihamiltonian manifold T*(-‘)!IIY basing 
on a bihamiltonian manifold Y, 
(2) that this operation is an idempotent operation; 
(3) that the old manifold is connected with the new as an bundle 
with an affine fiber is connected with the associated vector bundle. 
In fact we want to show that these bihamiltonian manifolds are 
isomorphic. Both these manifolds are shine foliations over the same base. 
To identify them it is sufficient to choose a section of Y + X that 
corresponds to the zero section of T*‘- ‘)X-+ X. 
A connection with Lagrangian foliations 
Let us first fix 1 E Y and consider one Poisson structure ran. Any leaf of 
the corresponding foliation 9j is libered (by g) over X (with the corre- 
sponding foliation denoted by the same symbol z!&). Since any two 
functions on X are in involution and the required restraints on dimensions 
are satisfied, the fibers of this foliation are lagrangian inside leaves of the 
first foliation. It is known that hence these (lagrangian) fibers are equipped 
with a canonical affine structure. 
Now we show that in fact these two defined on leaves of g afline struc- 
tures coincide. To do this, it is sufficient o note that the first identification 
connects T, @y with T,*X/Ker(q,), where ql is considered as a map 
T,*X-+ TYgY, y = n(x). The second one connects this space with T,*~j.,, 
(here .&, is the containing the point x leaf of the foliation Fj on X). These 
two spaces are obviously canonically isomorphic and this isomorphism 
makes the diagram 
commutative, which proves the assertion. 
COROLLARY. Let us fix two points I., p E 9’. Then on a leaf of the 
foliation @ we can consider two af$ne structures associated with structures 
of lagrangian foliations of 9 respective to Poisson structures ?j, and qr. 
These two af)ne structures coincide. 
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Remark. We have proved this corollary by describing this aftine struc- 
ture in independent of 1, terms. However, we cannot prove this miraculous 
fact more directly. 
Translations and Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket 
Darboux’s theorem (on the straightening of a symplectic structure) 
shows that there exists a lagrangian submanifold transversal to a given 
foliation. Similar arguments make evident the existence of a transversal for 
a Poisson manifold in general position (which is foliated on symplectic 
manifolds). 
Let us consider two Poisson structures ill, q@, 2, ,u E 9’. The above 
arguments show that we can find two transversals to a foliation F sub- 
manifold, one coisotropic respective to qj., another respective to qr. The 
theorem on Poisson structures, applied to the first of them, identities 
(Y, vi,) with (T*(-‘IX, vi.). The second transversal corresponds to a section 
t of T*(-“X under this identification. Hence, 
(K rn, rip) = (T*(-‘)J’, VA, Lv,L 
where 2, is the shift on the section t on the vector bundle T*‘--‘IX: 
2,: (x, c1) w (x, a + t(x)). 
The next problem to consider is the following. 
THEOREM. For a Veronese web X and sections t,, t2 of T*‘-“X the 
manifold 
with two Poisson structures is bihamiltonian iff the sections t,,2 satisfy the 
equation 
d,d,(t, - t2) = 0. 
Here d;, and d, are two differentials in the considered above bicomplex. 
In this case the bihamiltonian structure coincides (after a diffeomorphism 
of T*‘-” X) with the standard bihamiltonian structure on T*‘-“X twisted 
with t, - t, : 
(T*(-l)X, 2rl*YlA, 2t,*~p) N 2,,(T*(p1)X, II,, 2(r2-,()*11p). 
For t, - t, = -dj, f, + d, f2," fi,2 being sections of A”T’p’JX (this space 
I5 Such [ clearly satisfies the above equation. 
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coincides with functions on X), this bihamiltonian structure coincides (after 
a diffeomorphism of T *(-‘IX) with the standard bihamiltonian structure on , 
T*‘-“X. 
ProoJ The last assertion is almost obvious. As it was proved in the 
section on Poisson structures, the translation on the differential of the 
function in conormal bundle to a manifold 
(x, t)++(x, t+df(x)) 
preserves the symplectic (hence also the Poisson) structure. 
Clearly, the same is true for a conormal bundle to a foliation (with the 
change of symplectic and Poisson structures). Hence the isomorphism of 
(T*(-‘)X, vi) and (T*&, yi) (together with the corresponding iso- 
morphism with a change J. and 11) shows that 
2dj.fi*V;. = 923 2dpf~*vlp = ?pY 
which proves the last formula of the theorem. 
Inversely, the translation along the affine bundle clearly does not change 
the field of 2-vectors’ kernels. Let @ be a diffeomorphism such that 
Since the projection T *(-“X + X is defined by the bihamiltonian structure 
(T*(-‘) X, qA, v~), @ sends a leaf of the foliation 9 on T*‘-“A’ to a leaf. 
Hence @ induces the diffeomorphism @, of the Veronese web on X. We 
can suppose this diffeomorphism to be identical since 
&(T *(-‘)J’, vi.9 v,) = (T*(-l)J’, vi, ~~1 
and @ can be changed to @ 0 $; ‘, 6X being the induced by QX diffeo- 
morphism of (T*(-‘IX, vi,, qJ. 
The @-image of zero section must be a coisotropic respective to any form 
q1 transversal to this foliation submanifold. Fixing A, we get an identifica- 
tion of 2,‘@ (O-section) and the differential along the foliation %). of a 
function f I : 
2,‘@(0-section) = rdif,. 
Here r, is a graph for a section cp of a bundle, r’p = ((x, q(x))}. The same 
can be repeated for a fixed p: 
2 ,; ’ @(O-section) = Tdp 12. 
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Hence 
Now it is easy to see that we have found the functions f, , f2 required in the 
theorem. 
We have considered the last assertion of the theorem. Let us consider 
now the first assertion. In fact we prove a much stronger assertion: 
[Z,,yj,, Z,,q,] = d>.d&, - t2), d,d, : A IT*‘-“X+ A3T*‘-“X. 
Here the sign N denotes that the left-hand side is an image of the tangent 
to the fibers 3-vector field in the right-hand side in the space of 3-vectors 
in the total space of the bundle. Application of 2,;’ allows us to to reduce 
the general case to a case t, = 0, t, = t. 
The SchoutenNijenhuis bracket 
has a decomposition connected with the filtration 
Oc T~,~c T,T*(-“A’, TyT*c-l%-/T~L,~ = T,*X, YE T,*‘p”X. 
The corresponding filtration on A3T,.T*:-“X has associated factors 
A3Ty$, A2T,,c@ @ T,*X, T,.g @ A’T,;X, A3T,*X. 
It is easy to see that for any section t the components of [q,, Z,.n,] in the 
last three factors are zeros. 
Really, to simplify the expression 
it is useful to choose a coordinate system (xi, i = 1, . . . . k) on X such that the 
foliation FV (for an appropriate v) is xk = const and that q has constant 
coefficients. After that we can choose on T*‘-“X the coordinate system 
associated with the identification of this bundle and T*’ p “e,. 
The 2-vector 2,.qp at a fixed point of T, *(-‘)X is a tangent to $ 2-vec- 
tor. (It is clear for t(x)=0 or t =d,fand consequently for an arbitrary t.) 
First we cant to prove an explicit formula for this difference 
Since here we need to consider only one of two Poisson structures qV, we 
can use the above coordinate system with v = p and the corresponding 
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identification of T *( ~ “X and T*Fp. If q5 is a section of the cotangent 
bundle for a manifold Z and q is the Poisson structure on this bundle, then 
where L@ is considered as a section of Q2Z=A2(T*Z)cA2T(T*Z). 
Indeed, it is already proved in the case d$ = 0, and the proof in the general 
case is completed after considering CJ~ such that d(z) = 0. In this case 
in the coordinate system (zi, ii) on T*Z. Here (&),= di,i. Hence ,4’2,, 
has also the lower-diagonal block structure and it is easy to see that the 
only important factor for the calculation of A’(%,)* ‘4 block is 
Since 
(dd A l).v=dd, 
the assertion is proved. 
The arguments for the case of cotangent bundle to a foliation are exactly 
the same. They show that 
(we have used the identification of operator d on T*Sp and operator d, on 
p-1)x) 
In this formula again only one of Poisson structures appears, hence we 
can again consider the above identification of T*’ p “X and (this time) 
T*S$ (i.e., now v= A). The section d,t of A2T*‘p”X corresponds to a 
2-form o along the foliation Sj, (so o E A2T*PA) and consequently to a 
tangent to fibers 2-vector field ~5 on T*& 63(x, 5) = CO~(C~/~[,) A a/i?<, if 
w = wqdxi A dxj. We claim that on a symplectic manifold Z 
[q, S] = -&o, 
where n is the Poisson structure, o is an arbitrary 2-form on Z, c3 is the 
corresponding 2-vector field on T*Z, and &B is a 3-vector field on T*Z 
that corresponds to do in the same way as ~5 corresponds to o. The exten- 
sion of this formula to the case of foliation completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
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To prove this formula consider a local coordinate system on Z. Let 
us choose the associated coordinate system on T*Z, (y’, . . . . y2k) = 
(z’, . ..) Zk, i,, ..*, ck). In this frame the tensor field q is constant, so 
The 2-vector G is an image of a tangent to a fiber 2-vector. Let us consider 
a filtration on A’T,,,,T*Z that is connected with the filtration 
on T,Z,r, T*Z (here 3 is a vector bundle consisting of tangent to fibers of 
projection T*Z + Z vectors). It has associated factors 
It is easy to see that for any section w of 02Z the components of [q, G] 
(where c3 is the corresponding section of A2T(T*‘-1’Z)) in the last three 
factors vanish. Indeed, before the antisymmetrization in the formula 
[q, 431 = Ah q”63<~ 
ijm 
only members with j, m in the direction of fibers (i.e., j, m 3 k + 1) and 1 
in the direction of the base (i.e., 16 k) remain, hence only members with i, 
j, m in the direction of the fibers remain. The antisymmetrization evidently 
preserves this property. 
To bring the prove to an end we can note that the resulting formula for 
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coincides with the formula for exterior differentiation up to a sign and that 
the generalization to the case of a cotangent bundle to a foliation does not 
meet any obstacles. 
7. DOUBLE COHOMOLOGY OF A DOUBLE COMPLEX 
As we have already seen, the classification problem for bihamiltonian 
manifolds with a given reduction (which is a Veronese web) is reduced to 
a linear problem: find all the solutions of 
d,d,t=O, tel-(T*(-‘)X), 
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modulo 
t=d,cp, +dpcp,> (PI, cp* E r(A”T*‘-l’x) 2: I-(O). 
CONJECTURE. For a point x on the Veronese web X there exists a 
neighborhood U such that 
W’(U)=0 for i>l. 
Here W’ denotes the double cohomology of the double complex of subdif- 
ferential forms on X. 
In the case of the analytical manifolds category we know a proof of 
this conjecture. However, in the case of the P-category the situation 
concerning many cohomological invariants is, as we know, quite different 
compared with the analytical case. So in the former case it is better to call 
this conjecture a question. 
Anyway, in the case of analytical manifolds this conjecture (the proof of 
which we write elsewhere) allows us to prove the following. 
THEOREM. An analytical bihamiltonian manifold of odd dimension in 
general position is defined locally by its bihamiltonian reduction (which is a 
Veronese web) up to a local diffeomorphism. 
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